The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) connects talented and diverse college students, recent graduates, postdocs, and faculty to STEM and STEM-support internship and fellowship programs administered for the U.S. Department of Energy and more than 25 other federal agencies. These opportunities are key to the “future of STEM,” and you can search for the research or non-research postings that interest you via Zintellect, the ORISE applicant and participant management system.

Join ORISE on Wednesday, March 30, 1-2 p.m. ET for an informational webinar on navigating Zintellect. This session will cover:

- How to search for opportunities in Zintellect
- How to read a Zintellect opportunity posting
- Where to find eligibility requirements
- Application tips from ORISE experts

Register here: https://www.zoomgov.com/webinar/register/WN_RLOuRNzhTU222JByYxsCKQ

We hope you will join us and learn how to use Zintellect to find your future opportunities.

If you have any questions, please contact ExperienceORISE@orau.org.

Best,
The ORISE Team